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Rubber Curb 6 Foot with
Spikes

MSRP $49.00
SALE $37.00

Highlights:
6-foot long curb includes 4-inches wide
overlap to interlock
Each timber includes 2 stakes with rubber
plugs to finish
Natural color seamlessly blends into any
environment
Unlike plastic timbers you can mold and
shape corners

Rubber Curb Edging for Playground Barriers
With its rounded edges, this six-foot rubber curb with spikes is an architecturally pleasing choice for containing
rubber mulch on a playground or in a garden bed. This curbing is made from recycled rubber, which makes it
extremely durable. In addition, our rubber curbing can be installed to best fit your playground area due to its
flexibility. This six-foot rubber curb with spikes is smooth, seamless, and nontoxic, making it the ideal rubber curbing
for your playground.

With an unbelievable 10-year limited warranty, you can be confident that this curb will not splinter, warp, or discolor
like other playground barriers. Installation is easy using the pre-drilled holes for the furnished spikes that attach to
the curb bumpers. Each of these rubber curbs includes two stakes and two plugs to fill the spike holes, giving the
installed curbs a clean, finished appearance. This rubber curb is bendable, stackable, interlocking, and available in
natural brown. Please note that when measuring for your playground borders, the rubber curb edging overlaps four
inches as it is connected to another curb, yielding 5.60 linear feet. This playground curbing is available in three
heights: four, six, and eight inches.

Using rubber for playground safety is a wise idea. Choose rubber curb edging as a safer alternative to metal and
wood products to contain rubber mulch. Rubber edging ensures that children within the playground will not suffer
from injuries, such as scrapes, bruises, or even broken bones. [Read More]
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